
Retention of the learner pool is essential. A café would be a welcome addition - frequently used 

previously

Please complete the work much sooner - three and a half years is too long to wait

Please fix the roof and re-open ASAP

You don't need to spend £10m and take 3.5 years refurbishing

What a waste of time and money - do the minimum required to reopen the pool/ centre

Please re-open the pool sooner and don't waste tax payer's money

I can't believe you are proposing to spend £10m and 3.5 years to fix a roof and re-open the centre

Jan 2025 is much to long to wait and £10m is too much to spend

Keep it simple and re-open sooner

Changing pool layout is a waste of money

Limited facilities at other local venues and also helps local schools. Surely missed

Keep it simple, you don't need to spend £10m of taxpayers money to re-open the pool

Really like the booking system in place since covid

Improvement of showers essential. Poor quality at Deeping, Bourne and Stamford. Daytime 

aquafit essential

Definitely need a learner pool separate from the main pool as there used to be no spaces in the 

learner swimming lessons even when there were too pools. Both pools were full with swimming 

lessions every day from 4-6pm. Good Café needed

Please ensure daytime aquafit sessions and lane swimming

I have one concern: with the refurbishment of DLC will there be any funds left to imrpove 

facilities at Bourne and Stamford L centres?

I think it is appalling that you find all this money to spend in Deeping when Stamford doesn’t have 

all 5 showers working for at least 6-12 months and mould regrowing in them. I am now a disabled 

person and swimming is critical for my health

No squash courts?

F your cuts. Take a pay cut

I want to swim

4. Do you have any additional feedback you would like to share about the proposal?



We want the swimming pool!

We are realling missing having these facilities

Why take away the children's learning pool?

Currently using Bourne mainly, sometimes Stamford, would like a proper pool

We miss the leisure centre

More equipment at Bourne

Pool design needs to incorporate disabled access and safer surfaces to avoid slip risk. Better 

ventilation for pool and changing areas

Well overdue but vital for the community for both mental and physical health

It would benefit the community to have loval gyms as well as avoiding monopolising the local 

fitness industry

Need more gym equipment in Bourne

We need this facility to support the Deepings. It is a vital element of the community

Squash courts please

We need a competition pool in this area badly - Grantham has one, Boston has one, Bourne and 

Stamford not good enough so we need one

Poor quality consultation survey

Parking needs to be looked at when the school is open - not enough parking

Competitive swimming pool is a must

Please rebuild!

I swam here in the swimming club. It is a huge part of the community

Keep it open!

Sports centres are an essential part of the community. Vital for public health and wellbeing

Retain children's pool

Retain children's pool

Pool is freezing. Changing rooms are freezing. Needs updating

We need deeping swimming club back in its rightfyll home. We need the pool format as before, 

with the 25m and learner pool. Schools use it, swimming is a life skill. Children of the Depeings 

have a right to this facility

The Deepings lacks a space for staging plays - performances of all kinds and it would be great if 

this refurbished facility could provide accommodation for this

Leisure centre needed urgently. 3.5 years is too long

Regular availability of daytime fitness classes to encourage active retired persons to maintain 

fitness and mobility



An 80 station gym is too mich as there were times when I was the only person in there. Also the 

leisure pool would be missed

The swimming pool facilities need to be a priority to support the children of Deeping

Needs to happen quicker, taking too long

My husband and I enjoy swimming, would appreciate better changing facilities and better 

opening hours for the general public

Sorry to be losing the squash courts even though they had been poorly maintained

A learner pool would be a benefit as my children and grandchildren learnt to swim there. A café 

would be good for parents watching lessons

An 80 station gym is excessive as it was never full beofre. The centre needs a learner pool and a 

café

A have grave concerns about the 'moveable' floor. Incurring high cost and maintenance. Deeping 

is the only 'swimming' pool locally rather than a 'play' pool/ We need functional not fanciful

A purpose built community use only would be a better option

A new leisure centre is a vital part of the community and would provide vital amenities

We need the small teaching pool

Needs to be ready/ completed quicker - 3 years is too long to not be able to exercise. Baby pool 

needed

Please get it done asap school should still be able to access the pool. Still needs a separate baby 

pool

Please don't delay. We need this as soon as possible. Also needed is facilities for Deeping football 

teams (4G / Astro Pitch)

I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not leave any debate on whether we want all that money spent 

patching up an old building, when in my opinion it would be better used putting it towards a 

brand new complex.    Then I would be happy to regularly use the facilities.    

This survey is fundamentally flawed. We don't need a 6 lane pool with adjustable floor. We need 

the 4 lane pool and learner pool back open ASAP. We need the sports hall open as a matter of 

urgency. Your are consistently failing Deepings residents, particularly the children. We don't need 

an 80 station fitness suite. We need facilities that are open not up to 4 years without provision.

I think the loss of dedicated learner pool is a terrible idea.  I have used this with my own children 

and grandchild.  Swimming lessons are in demand but the new system will cut down on pool 

availability.   A move able floor won't provide the extra warmth the learner pool gave which is 

important with the very young.  Extra gyms are unnecessary as lots available in town.   Would like 

to know why getting rid of the learner pool is not even mentioned in this survey. This is a massive 

issue that local people  have been unable to voice their opinion on. This survey is not interested in 

local views. 

The refurbishment is well needed. It would be good to have an update of the timetables as well 

so the gym and pool can be used more.



I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment.

No

Letter from Deepings Swim Club - see Appendix ***

no

I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment. I think it is very important that the learner pool is retained so that 

experienced swimmers can still swim even when swim school is in progress. I recall that 

previously the swim school trained after school, resulting in only a couple of lanes for other 

swimmers. Without the learner pool, it’s likely other swimmers won’t be able to swim at all whilst 

swim club/school is running. 

Keep the learner pool, the proposed 'moving floor' option is over complicating the issue.  80 

stations in the gym is too many, 30 would suffice and leave space for other facilities.

A good quality refurbishment is more important than re-modeling the the leisure centre.

I cannot agree or disagree with the proposal as I do not feel that it is providing me with sufficient 

details to make my decision.  I think that the current swimming pools meet the needs of people 

who swim for exercise and the swimming clubs (including learners) and re-modelling of the 

swimming pools is not a priority. 

i would not use the pool if it had the moveable floor and no learner pool as i would not want to 

swim with lots of children in armbands getting in the way.  there should remain a learner pool so 

that adults can also enjoy the pool facilities

The removal of the learner pool will place greater stress on the only remaining swimming pool 

with the swimming club and recreational swimmers competing for even less time available to 

meet their requirements in peak out of school hours.  There are several void spaces which could 

be utilised to take the multi purpose studio and enable the leaner pool to remain.  There appears 

no changing facilities for schoolchildren. With the school hall being the only part of the building 

they will use, why can they not have their own standalone sports hall and negate any child 

protection issues and clashes of school / public uses of the leisure centre?  There is no 

preparation facility for the downstairs cafe and anyone wishing to use the facility will have to pass 

through this area as well as have people enjoying refreshments, while the current cafe facilities 

area is left unoccupied.  Where is the business plan upon which this consultation is based?  The 

lease agreement between SKDC and LCC is moving forward. Has the Academy approved the plan 

in principle? What is the alternative plan if agreement cannot be reached by all parties? 

We definitely need a swimming pool in the Deepings.  We cannot allow the leisure centre to be 

closed for good.

Large, modern, heated changing rooms suitable for women with children needed

The council promised a new site to be built and land was reserved according to you, you now 

changed this and this is not what the local tax payers want they want what was promised a NEW 

SPORTS CENTRE!!!

We need to keep the learner pool, this is an absolute must for the children.we do not want to 

have to travel to Bourne or Stamford and neither of those is suitable anyway.without the learner 

pool there will be too few times available for learners or the moveable floor proposed would 

make less times for all swimming groups. The moveable floor will also be a cost drain as it will 

require more upkeep and inspection to keep it functioning. KEEP THE LEARNER POOL IT IS A 

MUST!



N/a

Keep the learner pool

I’ve been going to Stamford leisure pool for nearly 30 years and I’m disgusted you’re going spend 

£10.7 on M D when you can’t even bring Stamford pool up to standard even though they are 

planning to build 900 more houses in Stamford and when you enquire about the situation you 

can’t get a straight answer from the council . I’m thinking it’s time to go to the press what exactly 

is Stamford getting for it’s high rates!! I am now disabled and the pool is critical to my on going 

health issues and this applies to several people using Stamford pool. We want answers NOW

I would like the learner pool to be retained in favour of the extended proposals please. I had just 

determined to swim more regularly at my lovely local pool when it was closed. I wouldn't travel a 

long way to swim. Having a local pool is very important to me. These questions did not give the 

chance to select which facilities to keep or lose, only about what the proposal was. I hope you 

keep the vital learner pool and save spending on a movable floor which is bound to break down, 

such is my confidence in the proposal. Please SKDC, listen to folk living in and around Deeping.

A soft play area for children like whittlesey leisure centre has would be essential given we have 

nothing in deeping like this for children to be active and healthy

No

Plans look fantastic and something residents should be proud of

Squash and Squash 57 are hugely popular sports which also happen to be the best sports for 

fitness. It is disappointing that they don't seem to be being replaced. If they had been maintained 

and looked after properly they would have undoubtedly had more use. It is disgraceful they are 

being ignored.

Learning to swim should be the right of every child., for both safety reasons and personal 

confidence as well as for personal achievement and competition

why not make it a 50 meter pool to facilitate the development of our young swimmers who show 

such potential. It would be good to put SKDC "on the map" for sport

I believe restricting swimmers into one pool is a ridiculous idea. It would make it unsafe for 

younger non/inexperienced swimmers to use the pool during family splash, etc... when the more 

experienced swimmers are enjoying pool.  The 2 pool system works perfectly well. Why change it?

The Deepings School and Anthem Schools Trust are supportive of the proposal to remodel and 

refurbish the Deepings Leisure Centre.    Various issues are under discussion between the 

School/Trust and SKDC in order to agree the Heads of Term document required for the lease, and 

the proposed Service Level Agreement that is required.      The School/Trust welcome the 

opportunity to have full input at planning design stage to ensure that areas of shared access and 

emergency exit, shared facilities, IT and utilities and car parking requirements all meet the 

safeguarding, compliance and operational needs of the school, to enable the completion of the 

Heads of Terms and Service Level Agreement.    

Needs to be daytime classes and be able to use swimming pool during the day without 

restrictions. 



I am concerned at the reduction in swimming pool space in terms of the popularity of lessons 

when the learner pool is going to be removed. This will impact on the swimming club and public 

sessions. Like the Grantham centre these are important aspects that need to be considered. The 

gym does need to be improved but not at the detriment of its main feature. 

I think the children's pool should remain. A moveable floor is a waste of money and not needed.  

This survey does not give me the opportunity to express my views.

The squash courts are really important to me, as well as the badminton courts and the 2 

swimming pools (both learner and full sized 25m pool). I used these all once a week and I am 

missing them greatly. My husband and 2 children also used the facilities 3 times a week, every 

week for martial arts, swimming and squash. To lose any of these facilities would be really 

disappointing. Please ensure they are kept.

The centre desperately needs more than one large room for fitness classes.  Ie Zumba, spinning, 

Pilates 

It feels like this consultation is very narrow in approach and the questions that are being asked 

relate to what you want to do rather than consulting with residents about what they actually 

want from a leisure facility in the area.  I think the proposal to remove the learner pool and create 

a massive gym is flawed and the 'moving floor' for a swimming pool sounds like a solution looking 

for a problem.  Surely you should be looking to provide a functional and cost effective leisure 

facility that makes best use of public funds, as quickly as possible. I do not believe this is the case 

with what is proposed currently.

This survey is shallow. It does not address the proposed changes in full, e.g the raised floor of the 

swimming pool is not a good option. The survey is flawed and pre selected responses are biased 

with no room for alternatives.

Keep the learner pool. It’s an important part to help build confidence in adults & children  

regarding many issues.

I do not believe that a moveable floor is necessary for the reburbished pool.  Keep the learning 

pool.  There is no need to increase the gym stations as adequate  provisions are made elsewhere.  

A large event venue would be brilliant.

This is a poor survey. For Q2, of course I’ll use the Centre because there will be no alternative, 

even though it may not be optimally designed. For Q4, you haven’t asked what I’d find useful, just 

to choose what someone else has decided is the ‘answer’. This was a very poor attempt at 

consultation and not effective.

I used the learner pool to teach my children to swim. I would hate to see it disappear as it is used 

for the next generation of youngsters. A movable floor sounds a recipe for disaster and we don’t 

need more gym equipment 

My children from the age of two learnt to swim starting in the slightly warmer learner pool. I am 

disappointed that you either want to remove the learner pool or use an alternative expensive 

option. What audiences will you have and how often. Not a good use of space

no

Just hurry up and fix it!

Please please start the work as soon as possible. We really want our local leisure centre back and 

reopen. The closure of the centre has negatively impacted us as a family, where my children can 

no longer swim and we can no longer attend the gym. Mentally and physically we are struggling 

from the pandemic and this was our freedom and helping us stay happy and healthy. Since the 

closure, we’re now all struggling again. Please reopen it again as soon as possible. Thank you. 



It was a fun place and miss it so much 

The Deepings area is a large enough community to warrant it's own up to date, practical and well 

maintained leisure facility without people having to travel outside the area.

Vital for local people

The teaching pool should stay. Your gathering of feedback given the massive community feeling 

on this subject has been shocking, so little effort to alert the residents of the Deepings to the 

requirement for feedback and how to do so. 

Do not want learning pool to go

The leisure Centre should be put back to how it was first built. It was a very pleasant place to go 

at that time,  Have a swim, teach the children to swim and have a bite to eat. The new proposal is 

rubbish and takes no account of what the people want. SKDC council should be voted out at the 

next election and get a new one who will work for the people.  I would only use it if it is built as 

the residents want it, not SKDC

Main requirement is Children’s swimming lessons inc Pre school. A warm teaching pool would be 

amazing. I’m not fully aware of the proposals but it seems this is missing under current plans.

4 questions! Disappointing survey for a lot of money. Getting time to swim was difficult as it 

stood, now we'll have one less pool. The Cafe is being removed, this could have been a good 

source of income for waiting parents, visitors. All in all it's a poor compromise vs the election 

"promised" new pool and a long time coming.    I feel deeply disappointed, lied to and 

disillusioned with the whole process, like the people of Deeping and their mental health just 

doesn't matter.

Please keep the squash courts. Other courts are so expensive and such a journey, it'd be great to 

be able to have our local ones back.

You need to retain the learner swimming pool.  You also need to carry out the refurbishment 

much more quickly.  Two or 3 more years without these facilities is a joke, especially when you 

failed to properly maintain the centre in the first place!    

I believe the money would be better spent elsewhere such as maintaining the provision of 

services that are necessary. 

As a long serving Rotarian in the Deepings I have been part of the annual Christmas Grimthorpe 

band concert committee.  This takes part each Christmas for over 350 local people and is self 

funded from the entrance fee. The sports hall provided the seating necessary seats, these were 

laid out by our rotarians.  The concert proved a great success every year. The Deepings has no hall 

such as the sports hall, so a new sports hall would provide for our needs along with the normal 

sports events.

What a joke. I don't think any of The Deepings users of the facilities were consulted about the 

proposals. It is absolutely ridiculous in removing the learner pool which was used a great deal. 

There are children that are afraid of water and the larger expanse would do them no favours. As 

for replacing it with a 80 station gym, there is no need as there two other perfectly good gyms in 

Deeping. If the existing leisure was properly looked after in the first place we would not be this 

current situation. There is no need for an expensive  adjustable floor- a waste of money.

I feel very strongly that the learner pool was a very valuable resource to non swimmers and those 

lacking confidence and should remain( I am a mum of 2 and worked as a TA at Deepings School) 

This form does not seem to allow me to put my opinions. I would also like to see the large hall 

being suitable for hire as an entertainment venue, which is lacking locally.



I think the new proposal will be a great upgrade to the deeping area especially for younger 

children having somewhere to learn to swim.

Looking forward to it being reopened and updated into the 21st century 

Ensure the pool has a shallow learner area and limit the gym expansion to double the current 

number of stations 

The new facilities desperately need to include a baby/child/learners pool. The suggestion of a 

moveable floor is ridiculous, incredible (not in the positive sense of the word) and just 

incredulous. The proposed changes are NOT what the community wants or needs and the people 

in charge haven’t listened to what the community wants or needs at all (if they cared, they would 

have looked after the original building). Please listen to what residents want and provide a proper 

learners pool. The pool is more important than a massive gym. 

Please keep learner pool, a full swimming pool is very intimidating for toddlers, also need to 

increase general swim to public

N/A

Please keep the separate learner pool and include a cafe for people to meet each other and 

spectate their children's swimming. 

I definitely think you should keep the learner pool for future generations and the gym is too 

large… 

I think the facilities in the pool were excellent, with lots of education. I often used the learner 

pool and would like to have this available in the future.

We need a leaner pool too help the develop of the younger generation for swimming. I used to 

work at the Lesiure centre and this helped loads of children and parents with their babies! 

Please keep the learner pool and the gym station is far too big…

If money were no object I think a swimming pool with a moveable floor and an 80 station gym 

would be good but in the real world where there is a budget I think it is more important to retain 

a toddler pool than have a movable floor pool even if that reduces the space available for studios. 

There are other options for studio space in Deeping but you would need to travel to Bourne or 

Stamford for a pool with a shallow area and even then it’s not self contained and heated to 

temperatures of a toddler pool, this is really needed. I also think it is more important to have a 

couple of squash courts than extra gym stations, this is because there are other gym facilities 

nearby and easily accessible but not squash courts. 

N/A

I think the small heated pool for young children should be retained

The communication regarding this is as bad as the timetables and communication provided when 

the centre was open - under utilised as not marketed to the LOCAL area. I would have used the 

facilities a lot more if the times had allowed (courts and pool) and the clubs had been more 

widely publicised 

The people of Deeping need this facility

I would love deeping to have a lesuire centre open again. Swimming is good for my health and 

mental welfare. 

We need a separate learner pool. My youngest child is nearly 6, and due to covid and the closure 

of the Deepings leisure centre, she has never had a swimming lesson. She would be too 

intimidated to learn in the main pool with older children/adults using it. The suggestion to get rid 

of the learner pool in my opinion is preposterous. 

I would like to see a cafe included - this was very well used amd seems mad not to have one.   I 

would also wish to see a separate learner pool as I have doubts regarding the maintenance of a 

moveable floor option 

Too many gym stations, loss of squash courts disappointing. Need a learner pool

I think the learner pool should be kept.  I also think that the 80 station gym is excessive.  



You must keep the learner pool in its current position. Do not bother with the moveable floor. 

The current pool is sufficient and appropriate alongside the current learner pool.

I'm not in favour, for a number of reasons, of the removal of the learner pool. In fact, I would 

much prefer the originally promised plan of a temporary fix to the existing leisure centre while a 

new centre is built. Consult with Deepings residents you are supposed to represent. Local 

elections are not far off! 

This proposal is not what we the people of the deepings have ask for. You at skdc have not 

listened to a word of what we have said of what we need. We are always the last to get anything 

if at all.

How on earth can this be classed as consultation? This does not allow for residents of Deeping to 

actually share their opinions on what leisure facilities are needed. This whole saga gets worse 

with each step that is taken. Every member of SKDC who is involved with this debacle should be 

deeply ashamed and should not be allowed to continue in their roles. Lies, deceit and corruption!!

I do not feel that 4 questions is a consultation or inviting enough feedback. The teaching pool 

should remain abd not be replaced by studios. Having the one pool will reduce the number of 

lessons that can take place. Not sure we need an 80 station gym. I'm sure a better consultation 

with the actual residents of Deeping could take place to find out what we use the centre for.  The 

whole thing has been badly managed. 

Where is the cafe, the squash courts, Astroturf, the bar, the learner pool??? Is this a leisure centre 

or a glorified gym?

This is rubbish consultation. It does not set out what the options are. I may use fitness equipment 

but I don't think it should be 80 stations this it too many. I may use studios for fitness classes but 

don't really know about the size specified in the question. What about the facilities outside the 

centre such as the artificial pitch which has been out of use for too long due to poor maintenance 

making it unsafe. The question does not ask about the training pool which I think should be 

retained.

No

why is there nothing about the other facilities such as cafe, bar etc..  and nothing about the 

artificial pitch and its upgrade to allow for soccer, hockey, tennis, basketball etc and changing 

facilities nearby

The new facilities desperately need to include a baby/child/learners pool. The suggestion of a 

moveable floor is ridiculous, incredible (not in the positive sense of the word) and just 

incredulous. The proposed changes are NOT what the community wants or needs and the people 

in charge haven’t listened to what the community wants or needs at all (if they cared, they would 

have looked after the original building). Please listen to what residents want and provide a proper 

learners pool. The pool is more important than a massive gym. 

More public availability of the swimming pool would be an asset

The gym sounds too big..only needs 40 capacity & need a learner pool.

the floating floor in the swimming pool is a complete waste of time and money    removing the 

learner pool is appalling    only 3 questions does not constitute a consultation.    please get the 

facilities up and running asap  



It was a real surprise when the pool was shut and the centre as a whole. I regularly used the pool 

with my children when they were growing , this was the learner pool I see by some of your 

suggestions you are thinking of getting rid of this ….. NO this would be a backward step this one 

part of what the Deeping pool different to all the other surrounding pools . My children would 

have massively struggled to learn to swim was it not for the learning pool and I know talking to 

other locals it was the same with their children and our future grand children need this facility… 

not to labour the point but it would be a disaster and when I’ve been to the pool this is regularly 

used by mums and babies and the main pool was empty and it gave them to opportunity to teach 

their kids in a small safe environment.

Definitely need a learner pool, it was the main attraction when my children were little

We need a learner pool and the gym is far too large. 40 would do. 

I think the gym size is too big though, would feel a bit intimadated.

Please don’t make the pool worse for general swimming. 

Depending on how long the renovation takes, I would hope to use the new facility to continue my 

daughter's swimming lessons (they were halted abruptly because of the woefully poor 

maintenance of the existing leisure centre). She would be using the larger pool, but I do have 

concerns about the removal of the learner pool. The separate, warmer, calmer, quieter pool was 

an ideal place for babies and little ones to learn and that won't be the case if it is incorporated 

into the main pool. Given how much private pools charge for baby swimming lessons, removing 

the separate pool also seems to be shortsighted as it could provide a significant revenue stream. 

We regularly used the swimming pool for school swimming lessons. We have concerns over the 

new proposal which seriously limits the opportunities for primary school swimming  lessons, 

which is a statutory requirement, during the school day in term time. 

Adequate resources need to be allocated for quality staff and good cleaning regimes 

Unfortunately no public transport to get people from out of market deeping to get to the pool so 

only  a portion of residents can use it

Keep it going

No plans to keep squash courts. These should be kept also 

Waste of taxpayers money

I didn’t use previously as I’ve only just moved to the area. The leisure centre was part of the 

appeal to move over this way and as soon as we moved it closed. 

Concerned that the teaching pool may not be maintained

I would prefer to keep the learner pool for youngsters

Would be interested in Table Tennis being available and earlier opening hours such as 5am.

The sports centre should be considered a necessity for a township the size of the Deepings which 

is constantly growing. It is essential to provide the existing facilities to the local community and 

beyond. The centre also provides for the schools in Deeping, all of which are being sorely missed 

since last July. 

A hydrotherapy pool is really needed as the local Peterborough pool has closed down. I am a 

personal assistant for a lady who needs hydrotherapy but is unable to access it.

No



Looking forward to the refurbished centre

Keep the learner pool and do not have a moveable floor in the main swimming pool.

6 questions does not make a consultation!

I think its great that the leisure centre is going to be saved. A green area outside would also be 

good. One idea is a senses garden for people with disabilities ie lavender plants, herbs, wind 

chimes, windmills. 

There is is not much of a proposal to read through in this questionnaire, will there still use of a 

cafe? 

No

I think the proposals are a very welcome investment particularly for the health and well-being of 

local  Children.

I had used the leisure centre for many years with my children, I will definitely start using it again 

when it re opens.

Not seen the details of the proposal. We desperately need this facility in the region. Would like 

swimming lessons for children to recommence as well

No 

No

No

I have recently moved to the area and haven’t had a chance to use the centre yet.The centre 

needs to be repaired quickly so I can use the facilities before I get too old and unfit!

we do not need gym space. keep the learner pool

The proposed 80 station Gym could badly affect the existing privately owned Gyms already in 

operation in the Deepings, and therefore the people already employed in them.

It’s important having a swimming pool so our children can learn how to swim

Please keep the separate small training pool for young children as it is better for them to learn in

Keep learner pool  Continue to source a location for new leisure centre

I would like a learner pool as I feel this is important, a pool with a raising bottom seems like a 

waste of money and is bound to break down.

Only need 20 fitness stations. Need to retain the squash courts. Need to retain the learner pool.

Non 

No

The NK centre north hykham is the sister site to deepings and they have made there centre 

amazing with enhancements I’m hoping that Skdc will follow suit with there plans 

I really would like this project to go ahead ASAP for the benefit of the ever growing Deepings.

I personally love anything to do with swimming and I believe it to be one of the best forms of 

exercise. I've been lucky to spend many years travelling and surfing and one thing I've learnt is 

having the ability to swim even at a basic level can be a life saving skill that all children should be 

able to have the opportunity to learn. 



The briefing paper said this pool is hoped to compliment the existing facilities at Bourne, 

Stamford and Grantham. I sincerely hope it will be better than Bourne and Stamford as the 

facilities there and in an appaling state.  The community desperately needs a good swimming 

pool. And having some family swim activities with inflatables would be great. 

What about the AstroTurf pitches?

Proposed timescales for giving us back our swimming and other sports facilities are far too long 

winded.  I will have missed YEARS of swimming through no fault of my own!!!!!!!!! Health is 

affected by lack of local swimming facility.

I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment.

 "I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment."

This consultation very limited and does not give the opportunity to comment on the plans. A 

seperate learner pool is valuable. deeping does not need another 80 fitness stations. 

No

Removing the smaller learning pool will be to the detriment of users of the main pool and 

discourage use

Why so much space for spectators. Would prefer a larger pool. 

No

The proposals have been made without any consultation of the needs of the population of the 

Deepings.  This is not all surprising as SKDC is definitely Grantham orientated in it's outlook. The 

outlying districts (particularly The Deepings) are regularly ignored.  Bourne and Stamford are the 

only areas that are ever usually considered, apart from Grantham.

I have been a member of Bannatynes gym for 16 years and spent thousands, cancelled 

membership in lockdown.  I now wish to spend those thousands at Deeping leisure.  The leisure 

centre was the reason I wanted to move to Deeping.  My children are grown up and became life 

guards after starting swimming lessons at 2 years old.  I honestly think it made them better 

adults, and fitter.  I love zumba and dancing and badminton.  It is fantastic for the community, as 

a young mum its where I made friends, that I still value today.  Please please please in the days 

when lots of people have mental issues this hub of our town is essential.  All the new houses 

being being built it could be a money making as well.  WIN WIN

You MUST retain the training/learner pool. Junk the 200 sq. metre 'studios' if necessary.

I feel the learner pool should be retained. A movable floor in main pool is expensive and needs 

more maintenance . Plus it limits use in main pool which was often crowded before with 

swimming club usage.

It would be unnecessary to remove the learner pool in my opinion.  

There needs to be a learner pool, not some over priced gadget to raise and lower the floor of a 

larger pool.  A large hall area that can be used for community events as well as sports would be of 

use.  A larger gym area isn't required, retain the learner pool. Please listen to what local people 

need, not what consultants think we may want!

No

I've in past liked taking my Grandchildren swimming at the leisure center



Please get on with it.  This has been discussed million of times over the last 20 years, and for the 

15 yrs I was a parish councillor, all to no avail.  Now we have NOTHING.  V V Poor

As a badminton player, the court facilities and changing rooms are most important, but I also like 

to swim when I have opportunity

I think a separate pool would be better for learning to swim. A moveable floor seems like an 

unnecessary and expensive gimmick. This is likely to reduce the available timetable for lane 

swimming as well as family swimming. I can’t see how this could ever be a good idea and the way 

it was with two separate pools would be a better use of money. 

A leisure centre is a key amenity within the community for all ages - it’s closure has impacted my 

family preventing my children the opportunity to swim, exercise, access out of school schemes 

and enjoy recreational activities. A functioning centre is critical and needs to be delivered quickly!

What a waste this all is if you had done your duty and maintained the building we wouldn’t be 

without these vital facilities.

It is difficult to give my full opinion on proposed facilities given that the questions have been 

about what already seems to have been decided on rather than asking what facilities I would like 

or would like to retain from the existing leisure centre. New isn't always better.

No

There is no mention of the squash courts, as such I assume they will be removed which would be 

a huge disappointment 

This needs to hashish since rather than later as its costing us physically, mentally and financially.

I don’t see any design features apart from the front of the building, why is there no design 

information or architects view of the refurb/ remodelling… you are asking residents to comment 

based on a few basic questions… this doesn’t seem like a consultation at all, more of a tiny activity 

survey about what activities a resident may like to use…..very basic indeed and not a public 

consultation at all.     It’s very important that the work to be done is scheduled in phases so that 

for example the sports hall is completed first and the the sports hall can be removed, also the 

projected delivery date of 2025 I have read is far far too long to take. It should be completed by 

the end of 2023 very early 2024 at the latest because already clubs are already going elsewhere 

for facilities and more will if the refurb takes as long as indicated.    The refurb process needs 

Please do not remove the learner pool the opportunities on this for learning to swim as a family, 

introduction to water, lessons and local primary school lessons is limitless 

Changing rooms need to be easy to  Use and maintain

The loss of the leisure centre has greatly increased our families weekly/monthly expenses as we 

now have to travel further afield for our children's swimming lessons and sports clubs. A new 

centre cannot come soon enough. 

There isn't any mention of any all weather pitches.  Although I only used the Leisure occasionally 

when it closed in July 21.  My sons football team regularly trained on the all weather pitch before 

it was condemed in 2019.  Since then the teams have all had to find alternative space on 3G 

pitches nearby.  Mostly in the Peterborough area where there seem to be many more all weather 

pitches than we have here in South Lincs.   This should also be a high priority for the new Leisure 

Centre Facilities.



Why is there no mention of the outdoor football pitch? The area is desperate for a 3G all weather 

pitch for football.

This is such an important part of the community, luckily we drive so have continued swimming 

lessons at bourne but we know many children who have not been able to. There is not a nearby 

sports centre or pool that you can walk to or drive to easily.

Fix the roof now and get us back in the building! 2025 is never going to happen

Don't feel like this consultation is giving me much choice. What about roller skating, table tennis, 

basket ball or the ability to have concerts in the main sports hall.

Why no squash courts? Is the rumour that you are removing the children's pool correct? if so that 

seems daft as it was very well used and allowed competent swimmers to properly use the main 

pool without worrying about non-swimmers.  No mention of a cafe or bar? That would be a 

shame if there was not one.

It is important to get the centre reopened as soon as possible.

With the vast increase in population in the Deepings I do not understand how this rejigging of an 

old small Leisure Centre will feed the appetite of our present population.

More daytime access, especially to the pool please.

We would use the pool for baby and toddler swimming 

I cannot answer clearly as the survey does not provide supporting information about what is 

proposed and what will be changed or lost. 

I'm not sure what these questions/answers are giving you, and this appears to just be a paper 

exercise that you can say, well we did a survey. It's obvious from these questions you are not 

thinking about what us, the users of the leisure centre want or need.    I believe this questionnaire 

is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-determined choices and does not 

fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of the proposed refurbishment.    

Maybe you should think again and actually provide the Deepings with what the people in the 

Deepings and nearly areas want.    

I think it may be worth reducing the size of studios and gym to accommodate for a small learner 

pool. As there are many available studios already in deeping and I think a gym of around 50 

capacity would be sufficient 

This survey is flawed, the questions are leading and no survey is being carried out at all.

No need for the centre, Bourne and Stamford are local why not invest in them instead 

I strongly believe it is essential to have two pools, the 25x10m big pool and a trainer pool. This is 

to provide lessons for a greater number of students at any one time and allow a safer place for 

non swimmers to learn or adult non swimmers a place where they feel confident in taking their 

own children.  

Desperately missed!

No

The problem previously is that the public had very little chance for swimming. The pool was 

monopolised by the Swimming Club and the School. When the refurbishment is completed can 

the Centre be managed so that the public can swim at a reasonable time, everyday.   Some 

people cannot use the gym equipment to help keep them fit, but would benefit from swimming 

which is a none weight bearing exercise. 

Nope

No



I hope the  refurbishment also includes totally refurbishing the changing rooms/toilets and 

afterwards employing proper cleaning staff so that the facilities are kept to a high standard not as 

they were previously. Please keep the childrens pool. Maintenance will be essential too so that 

the money spent is not a waste 

I believe that the referbishment needs to include a learner pool. This is s growing community and 

young children need to learn separately from the main pool area. 

Removing the learner pool is a very poor move but like everything to do with this debacle the 

council will do what ever they want.   Hang your heads in shame SKDC, poor maintenance, poor 

planning, poor survey - at least you’re consistent!

Would be great if courts could be hired for badminton again. 

I want to see a centre which caters for the growing retired community in this area, a social hub as 

well as fitness with daytime swimming free of children. Jacuzzi please. 

Deeping needs this we don’t have much else and a healthy hub to encourage all ages to 

participate in sports meetings etc is essential 

I believe something should be done quickly as the children in the local primary schools are not 

getting their usual swimming lessons at school which is an important life skill. 

Would also use for family swimming & lessons for my children 3m & 2yr old currently travelling 

out of Deeping for swimming lessons & family swim session, same with fitness facilities. We live 

walking distance from the closed leisure centre 

We need facilities for young children to play and get used to water.ie retain children's pool. We 

do not need larger gym given private gyms in Deeping and do not need such a large viewing 

gallery. Also, I cannot see anything about maintenance costs. We need to minimise this as this has 

caused the issues that have close the current facility.

I really feel that the learner pool should be retained, I learnt to swim there myself and it was 

really important to be able to have a smaller and more shallow space to teach younger children to 

swim without the currents of older children. 

Don’t need 80 station gym. Probably half the size. It is essential that the children’s pool is kept to 

aid young children’s swimming development. All work must start ASAP!

Schools are suffering with teaching swimming so this would be a welcome addition 

I do not understand the feasibility of a ‘moveable’ pool floor. Entertainment space with a 

projector for film nights could add additional revenue.

"I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment."

The leisure centre should never have been allowed to get in a condition where it needed to be 

closed. Deeping needs and deserves a leisure facility and so i welcome any new facility but there 

should be consequences for those involved in allowing the leisure centre to have to be closed in 

the first place. 

No



  I thought the whole point was that you were providing as a council a new facility. This facility 

would be state-of-the-art and be much more accessible for parents, children and people with 

various disabilities. The old facility is just that old ‘ 50 years old’ . You as a council told us at the 

last election we needed a new one and you had the money to provide us with one. I think you’ve 

already heard from the people of deeping . They have already strongly expressed the desire and 

need for a new facility. we were told we were getting a new facility that’s exactly what we want a 

new facility. We have the second highest ratio of swimmers were attending weekly lessons only 

slightly less numbers than Grantham.1300 children used to swim each week using swim school.    

You should be providing a weekly swimming lesson  as outlined in the school curriculum that 

states this as a subject.    The Deeping leisure centre was second in the ratings after Grantham at 

the amount of people that used the pool each week to swim.      Give us what the people of 

Deeping want and more importantly need. A new functioning up to date facility to be proud of 

and something to show for our enormous yearly council tax charge we are all paying.   

The learner pool still needs to stay and the gym doesn’t need to be any bigger as most gym goers 

would go to specialist gym not a leisure centre. I was really looking forward to bring my soon to 

the pool where I learnt to swim and by removing the learner pool you are reducing the number of 

lessons that can be taught at any one time as you could have 4 groups in the pool currently. 

Online booking systems are key to survival, I have had a you tube video of Deeping leisure centre 

of many years where the phone was not answered.

I don't feel like this survey gives me much option to express my choice for use of the leisure 

centre. I would like to stress how important i think having a seperate learner pool is, i would also 

like to have a large funtion room for party hire with a cafe, roller skating would be a great added 

bonus

We really need an astro like at else park. This would be used constantly

The sooner this is done the better. The Deepings and the Deepings school need the leisure centre. 

It has needed renovation for years so it is shocking how it was left to deteriorate. 

I  am not sure the plans fit everyone's needs - for example I used the learner pool very regularly 

when my children were very young, but was glad of a separate pool when swimming as an adult. 

Also not sure if we really need more gym space? My family played various racket sports and 

martial arts and would again but not the gym, and we can't be the only ones. Aren't there other 

gyms locally?

No

I do t think the size of the gym is necessary and the pool is to ensure increased public swimming 

all day 

It would be useful if a hydrotherapy pool was included as there are no public pools at all in 

Lincolnshire that I know of . Also I think it’s very important to keep the toddler pool. Why do we 

need a movable floor in the main pool?   

No

We need the leisure centre to be available to all ages and local groups. I don't think a large gym is 

needed we have those available in the Deepings a smaller version yes. 

Need a shallow “baby” pool too

Nothing is mentioned about the squash courts. It would be good to see these remain. 

Needs to resolve any parking issues with the school for use during the day.  Cafe to focus on 

healthy, nutritious food.  Would like to see integration with the sports fields (shared us of 

changing, outdoor equipment/trim trail etc.

Keep the learner pool.  reduce the fitness provision.  sprung wooden floor in sportshall.



I hope that the leisure centre can be brought back tk the state it was in a few years ago.. At that 

point we used it weekly at least but dilapidation meant we looked elsewhere for facilities 

I dont think 80 gym stations is nessaccerry and what about a learners pool? You ate excluding a 

large amount of young members of the community

If thats all the survey is its disappointing.  What about squash courts etc :(

Where has the money gone that was set aside for the new facility we were promised by 

Councillor Barry Dobson?

Plan looks great: just what we need in Market Deeping

The centre is in walking distance to the whole community and should absolutely be refurbished. 

I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment."I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or 

disagree with some pre-determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what 

is changing as part of the proposed refurbishment.

Please include decent coffee shop. 

This is not a consultation, just a simple questionnaire, to rubberstamp what you've already 

decided. I find this disrespectful of the community. As the people who allowed the current centre 

to deteriorate to its current level of disrepair, can we get assurances from you that the 

refurbished site will be properly and regularly maintained to a high level? For the record, I feel 

that the council's actions in this affair have been shambolic, wasteful and not supportive of the 

community they claim to represent. Shameful!!

Preferably with fixed blocks and moveable floor! 

Will the still be a cafe ? The learner pool should be kept 

A more graphic drawing or repsentation of the first proposals will have helped to comprehend the 

options and constraints

The Leisure centre is vital for the health and wellbeing of all the community and needs to be 

accessible as soon as possible

It's not fair on the community to have to wait a whole year for construction to start on something 

that's already been approved by the council and will go ahead regardless of the comments and 

"consultation"

Do not think that 80 station gym is needed 

I would have used the pool if there was still the small teaching pool that was completely separate 

to the main pool for toddler and baby swimming. At other local facilities that are combined pools, 

it's usually too cold and crowded for little ones. 

Do not understand why it will take so long to put a new roof on. I am a disabled pensioner who 

uses both Bourne and Stamford centres, will use deeping if you get on with it. Ta



Not about the proposal but I didn't use it prior to closure due to the condition of facilities. 

However I did use it alot when I was younger and in better condition 

It would be nice if a hydrotherapy pool was included in the proposal this could be put where the 

toddler pool is and a smaller toddler pool in the same area 

Removal of the teaching pool to put in chairs for people to sit on their backsides?  Really???     

just give the people of the area, who are the ones paying for this through our taxes, not the 

council, facilities that are clean and accessible to all but most importantly at a cost where people 

can afford to use them on a regular basis   

The people of Deeping have been neglected and our children are suffering. The neglect and 

contempt has been staggering. The lies of a new leisure centre and false promises are a disgrace. 

Whilst the redevelopment will help, it’s not what is required. And it is still years away. Hopefully 

this will be reflected at election time. Shame on SKDC and SK leisure 

I don’t think an 80 station gym is needed as it was never at full capacity before and had fewer 

stations.   A learner pool is a must.   Studios for classes a must  Swimming pool beginning available 

to public more during the day would be nice. 

My girls have really missed out on swimming since it’s closure and we would really welcome it 

opening again 

I believe the removal of the learner pool is a mistake based upon the fact it is a safe separate pool 

away from the larger, daunting mass of water for some learners. It currently allows for non 

swimmers to aspire to 'move up' to the main pool. I have used the pool at Louth in North 

Lincolnshire and whilst I understand Louth is one of the national centres for swimming, this 

should be considered as the model for The Deepings.  Whilst I live closer to Bourne than Deeping, 

I would use the Deepings pool over Bourne based upon its size, it is the only large swimming pool 

in the area and not a fun pool.

Don’t remove the learner pool. This is a very important feature and, from years of experience 

with my own kids, is invaluable when leading to swim. 

Please get the swimming pool up and running asap 

Family changing rooms to be added 

I don’t think a massive gym is necessary - prior to being closed the small gym was plenty big 

enough. It would be a real shame to lose the learner pool - the pool wasn’t open to the public 

enough anyway. With the learner pool gone it will restrict use of the main  Pool even more. 

The removal of the learner pool is a huge disappointment, prior to moving to deeping, we 

travelled from Stamford just for the learner pool when our daughter was younger to give her the 

confidence in water she now has. This would be a huge loss to Deeping 

I’m really pleased the centre is being refurbished as we have a young family and want to ensure 

they can access local swimming and a gym for us parents! 

Swimming is priority and should have better hours for public use. The swim club so amazing and 

deserve the hours, but public swim times were very very limited compared to other pools locally.     

The centre was poorly managed for several years with staff as big a reason as the facilities for not 

using it. Make sure staff are being measured on quality of service as well as the new kit installation



The proposed time to complete is too long. My children are already suffering by not having this 

option available to them

The leisure centre is a must for the town, we need it please. 

With £10 million, I believe a new, all purpose leisure centre should be built instead of throwing 

money at an already limited and aging site.     A multi use venue, collaborating with the local 

football and rugby clubs, incorporating sports fields and social facilities (see PRSA in Boston!) 

would benefit the community and 'future proof ' the facilities so much more than redeveloping 

the existing site.     And if this cannot be achieved with £10 million, then an overhaul of the local 

authority tender system needs to be implemented immediately. 

OAP,s definitely need option to use during the day. I would like to see and support a Table Tennis 

facility for OAP,s during the daytime.

It needs to be done quicker 

Climbing wall or something different that is not in deeping already.  Indoor surfing, table tennis, 

water polo 

The most important thing is the cleanliness of any future leisure facility, the old centre was 

woefully lacking in maintenance and general cleaning making it unattractive and a health hazard 

for visitors 

Please don’t cut corners , deepings deserve top spec for a growing population that needs to be 

futures proofed 

It would be nice to have a local swimming pool and gym equip available 

Seems to be a fait a complies rather than a genuine consultation. A wider survey of community 

needs should be undertaken

My problem in the past had been the very restrictive times the pool was open to the public.

This is not acceptable. A growing town of our size need a designated leisure centre and pools 

which are not just tacked into the side of a school. The proposal is not large enough or diverse 

enough in its scope to support a town with so much new housing development. Not fit for 

purpose.

The price of using the facilities will need to remain affordable as per prior to the closure

80 gym stations is too many.  It was never at full capacity when I used the Gym pre covid

Please priorities the refurbishment of the Leisure Centre asap. This is a great asset to the 

community and has severally affected my own physical and mental health. 

This refurbishment needs to be done imminently. The swimming pool is the priority. My sons 

mental health has been effected by losing this facility for so long. Dont get rid of the learner pool. 

Its perfect for all children for this ever growing town!

Hurry up with this please - my children are growing up fast without the facilities they need 

To ensure disabled people have access to the leisure centre. 

Please ensure there is weekday public use of the pool not just available for the school 

No

No

School swimming is a priority to provide pupils with an invaluable life skill

No

This needs to happen urgently.



Would be such a shame to lose a fantastic place

Please keep the learner pool for the children.  Please make the centre more available to the 

general public throughout the week

Due to closure my children have had to attend Stanford swimming pool, this is a fun pool. As a 

result my oldest child has not progressed in area of speed and distance swimming . Considering 

ending his membership. We have previously attended weekly swimming sessions for two children 

for over ten years using the Deepings leisure centre. 

Personally feel am 80 station gym is excessive given the facility the leisure centre had before and 

that we have a number of independent gyms in the area. Disappointed that the learner pool is not 

being included. This is shortsighted in my opinion and much needed. Taking this away will impact 

on the use of the main pool which is already limited due to school and swimming club use.

Would do something extra for family time (like in Bourne leasure centre).

Don't  think necessary to have 80 gym stations, 40 plenty.

The time scale to completion is a key factor. We used to go swimming every weekend and be able 

to walk to the pool. Now we have to drive to either Stamford or Bourne.   Also our daughter had 

missed out on swimming lessons with school due to Covid. Now she is missing out because the 

Leisure centre is closed. 

Like the retractable pool, works very well at oundle school as an example to make best use of 

space

Taking away the learner pool would be a major mistake. This is an area where young children and 

babies start learning how to swim and do so in the hope that if they were to ever get in trouble in 

water they would have a better chance in surviving. Seeing as the deepings contains the river 

wellend if they are not given the opportunity and children are harmed/die SKDC would have 

blood on there hands.     Also in terms of business Deepings swim school was the most successful 

out of the 4 and brought in the greatest revenue, getting rid of the learner pool decreases the 

lessons at the same time decreasing the profit and decreases who can use the pool as younger 

swimmers can not be in the big pool it’s simply unsafe.     Get the roof fixed and the leisure centre 

open now. Listen to the people who voted you in.     Sincerely,  A EVERYDAY user of the leisure 

centre 

We need a decent swimming pool, not just one for children with a wave machine. Squash courts 

included and sauna/steams rooms would be good. 

N/A.

We always booked a badminton court every Sunday morning and have really missed it as well as 

taking the kids swimming frequently

The facilities were busy always and we need this asap 

It would be amazing to have an updated and remodelled centre   I used to pay to have a private 

gym but stopped going as can’t afford it  Happy to swim and have access to a gym that is more 

local, albeit with a cost  The local community needs a sports and swim centre  Especially given this 

supposed “government” is supportive of this 

Keep the training pool, mixing swimmers with learners will scare youngsters and give swimmers 

less pool space.  This is a poor survey, it’s asking to approve the SKDC vision,not asking what we 

want or need.



Please don’t get rid of the learner pool!!!!!!! 

I am concerned that by losing the learner pool you are reducing the amount of swimming space 

available for swim school lessons as well as for general swimming. I can see many occasions when 

a significant part of the main pool is reduced in depth for a large amount of time thus reducing 

the ability to be able to swim 25m as well as reducing the amount of space available for the 

higher swim school stages.

Broken promises and a poor compromise to refurbish, this whole exercise has been a great show 

of ineptitude. An expensive, unnecessary complex and time consuming adaptable floor pool when 

the current 2 pools work just fine. 

Please do the refurbishment ASAP as I feel both my physical and mental have deteriorated greatly 

since it’s close . Thank you . 

Children need to learn to swim in order to use the adult pool removing the children's learning 

pool would be stupidity 

The family swim sessions have been hugely missed as has the sports hall to play badminton with 

my family.

I would like a smaller gym and a cafe facility.i think the social aspect of meeting up before/after a 

session is important for general well-being and adds greatly to the experience. The social 

interaction also makes people more likely to return.imo.

Please ensure the leisure centre is modern and inviting so it will attract people in. Plenty of good 

facilities without cutting corners. 

Learner pool so it doesn't impact on main pool

I strongly think the learner pool should stay especially as I think the 150 seater stand will be a 

total waste of time and money as the people that would use this is the spectators of the 

swimming club galas and as Deeping Swimming Club have now secured superior long term 

swimming at another venue I’m not sure who would use it.  Another point is that if you keep the 

learner pool you will be able to attract two different types of swimmers at the same time 

whereas if you put in a retractable floor it can only be used by learners when it’s raised. It just 

doesn’t make sense.  The gym certainly is a good idea, especially with the added attraction of 

being able to use the swimming pool.  None of the gyms in Market Deeping have this option

N/A

Our entire family has used the leisure centre over the past 22 years. We have missed it and have 

lost health and fitness because of its closure. We welcome it’s reopening 

I think it would be a real shame to lose the learner pool it is what sets it apart from other pools in 

the area for swimming lessons. 

This is an asset to the local community which is sorely missed

The sooner the better!

No

Disappointing that SKDC has backtracked from its original promise of a new build leisure centre. 

The council members responsible should bow their heads in shame - they are unfit for office. 



Losing the facility of the learner pool would be detrimental to many young users, one large pool 

(despite its technology of being able to become shallow and deeper) will be overwhelming to 

many smaller children.  The swim schools were also often oversubscribed with waiting lists for the 

lower  stage (beginner) classes of which 2 ran regularly within the learner pool (the clue being in 

the name) adding them all to one pool will cause further wait times.  Having public family sessions 

in one pool will also cause issues with some people trying to swim length and others width 

No

I would like to see the small lounge area used for children's parties together with the comfortable 

seats at the doorway end still available

Not want the community want, consult locals!

There should be a pool for those learning to swim & toddlers 

Just get the work started and the centre back open quickly 

I strongly feel the pool should primarily cater for teaching and training purposes. Not only does 

The Deepings Swim Club need great facilities with the town expanding with new housing a pool is 

urgently required.

No

Deeping really need this! As a primary school teacher we desperately need swimming lessons 

again and as a parent, my son will love to access the centre again! 

Get cracking on the 80-station gym

 Can we have a slide in the pool for the children?

Retain the learner pool and ensure sufficient depth for quality swimming.

I think it is very important to keep the learner pool. As a former swimming teacher there until it’s 

closer I taught the 3 and 4 year olds in it and is ideal to introduce children of that age to 

swimming, also it is needed so parents can take their babies and toddlers there to swim the big 

pool is too big for that age group they can’t cope with the size of it

I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking that I agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment. 

Please keep up the repairs and cleanliness. It was left to ruin. I hadn’t visited for over five years 

due to the facility being run down, dirty and not cared for 

Hurry up.

No

No



With  alternative Gym facility availability nearby I feel that 80 stations are not needed and the 

space saving could be better deployed . I also feel that a learner pool should be retained to enable 

young children to gain confidence in a small user friendly environment. 

Needs a junior pool

The Deepings is in desperate need of a large meeting hall for  large groups like U3A and talks and 

lectures

Just want it open again, offers so much to so many people locally 

Facilities for children must be paramount…… they are our future and learning to swim and have 

fun in safe shallow water is a must.

Very pleased to hear that the leisure centre will be reopening for the Deepings

Access to the pool is important to mine and my family's mental well-being and health

Ido not feel full consideration has been given to a learner pool.  There needs to a transition pool 

for youngsters to gain confidence.  A rising floor is a huge expense and like all thing mechanical 

are prone to breakdowns and faults.  A separate pool is more simplistic.  I am aware that this will 

limit the scope for other facilities.

The refurbished leisure centre does not need a 80 station gym space . 20 /30 stations would be 

sufficient and the extra space could be utilised else where 

I don’t think 80 stations gym is required. Previous gym with a quarter of that number has not had 

a full occupancy. 50% of the proposal would be sufficient.

All work to be completed asap.  Learner Pool to be retained.  Question mark on adjustable floor 

level.

Doesn’t need so many gym stations. Provide more rooms for community groups 

Disagree wholeheartedly with the removal of the training pool. This is an invaluable resource for 

the local community. Whilst installing a raising floor to the large pool would be a good option,  for 

a new build, in my opinion this is a huge waste of money. This money would be better spent 

refurbishing the facilities as is.

Very disappointed in this survey, the local community has not been consulted in what the 

community needs are. This questionaire does not provide enough detailed information on what is 

being lost or changed as part of the refurbishment and the questions only offer very limited 

options to respond to.

No

No

We desperately really need a separate toddler pool. There should not be one big pool and no 

little one. The current leisure centre struggled to meet demand with the big and small and your 

plan offers just the big without the small. This would be a step backwards. 

We need this more than ever in the climate that we are starting to come out of! People's mental 

health and well being have been greatly affected!  But has been made worse by the closure of the 

Leisure centre. Not being able to have  access   to the facilities thus enabling us to all get back our 

fitness levels is frustrating and therefore adds more stress and not give us  the drive & positive 

outlook we had prior to the closure! 

Please get a facility up and running as soon as possible.



I don’t think an 80 station gym is necessary would be better to lose 2 squash courts and keep 2 

and allow for 40 station gym

Is a refurbishment the best use of council money rather than the development of a new state of 

the art leisure centre?

I would be much more likely to visit if they keep the smaller childrens pool

80 station gym is unnecessary.  There are gyms of this size already available in the community.  40 

stations would provide 100% up grade.    It is vital for young children and SEND to have a smaller 

learner pool to feel safe to learn how to swim. A raised floor in a large pool, does not create this 

safety for young swimmers or SEND. The water will be choppy and  the noise of the more 

advanced lessons will make it difficult for young learners to hear their teacher. I fear this option 

will stop learners joining the swim school at stage 1,  which will impact pool foot fall over time.   

The cafe created the meeting point which so many members of the public needed to draw them 

into the centre.  This social space thrived with parents during swimming lessons, young people 

socialising and could become a community meeting point of centre hours are more not based 

around the schools demands.  The cafe needed upgrading, it must not be lost. 

No

Where are the squash courts and Table Tennis in the refurb.

I would like there to be a learner pool separately available from the main pool.

It's a vital facility in the Deepings not only for the schools use but for the general public . Sports 

and leisure can dissuade young and youths from going down the road of rebellion and destruction 

on the community for having no alternative to vent their energies in a positive and constructive 

enviroment.

Keeping the learner pool for very young children to give them confidence in the water without 

having adults jostling them and the large expanse of a regular sized pool frightening them.

Learning pool is extremely important….

I believe that this consultation is flawed and asks me to choose predetermined options without 

explaining what will no longer be available eg the learner pool and what has changed eg a larger 

gym. I would like to be consulted on what should be included.

Deeping NEEDS this! 

The facilities were used extensively when I was younger and is a necessity in the Deepings area, 

especially for the swimming and use of the sports hall for badminton. I return with my family to 

use the facilities when visiting my parents who are local.

How has the decision to increase the gym size & large hall been made?

I think the children's pool needs to be much better and warmer for the children. It was freezing 

cold and not suit suitable for babies under 2. There also needs to be more clubs and activities for 

children under 5 years old. 

I think it is important that the needs of the community are taken into account. We don’t need 

gym space (Deeping has this) but a children’s pool and a community cafe are vital. 



the pool is the main attraction of the centre it needs to be fit for purpose incl a learning pool 

It would be good to have access to pool facilities that are as good (if not better) than other clubs 

in the county/area.

No

Ensure that there is availability for the general public at sensible times. Not just early morning and 

evenings. 

Pool temperature is renowned for being freezing at Deeping. Please can this be sorted.

Please get the leisure centre reopen as soon as possible. 

As a family with a toddler aged child swimming is an essential part of family together time and 

fitness long with a life skill. The pool access is of prime interest to us. The gym will be good for us 

as a couple and I expect with a modern facility we could look to use the centre for children's 

parties. 

Where are the squash courts going to be? 

Keep the learner pool for swimming lessons 

the loss of the beginners pool seems rather short sighted.

You can't do without a learner pool, how can kids start swimming?  Totally unsatisfactory, this 

should be prioritized above meeting rooms and the like

The leisure center has been invaluable to both my immediate and extended family. It is important 

to save these facilities at a time when many services which are a lifeline for families are closing 

because funding has been withdrawn.

No

Open the studios or rooms adjoining to the school until work begins so fitness classes can at list 

resume 

The best way to fulfill the requirements for swimming is to increase the size of the pool.  6 lanes 

do not give flexibility to split the pool when the swim club are using it.  The proposal should be for 

an 8 lane pool similar to other new or refurbished pools in the county.  Reducing spectator 

capacity is also a nonsense as it reduces the ability to organise galas and bring further income into 

the centre.

Such a development will be great for the community

My kids miss swimming since we have moved and having a pool close by would help encourage 

them to swim. It would help us have a more active family life too

Myself and my children attended martial arts classes at the leisure centre before it was closed 

which, since closing I have not been able to continue. To have this facility again in the Deepings 

would not only give that special family time back to me but also countless families throughout the 

area.

Deeping doesn't really need a leisure centre as it has one at Bourne, Stamford and Peterborough     

  The funds could be better used elsewhere

I don't believe the learner pool should be removed as it is important as part of the community 

pool

A 25m competitive pool is a must and not a leisure pool (similar to Bourne) 

We really need a space where children can access swimming lessons in the Deepings.



The learner pool should remain as is important. By installing a highly expensive movable floor , is 

not required and will only decrease the size of the Main pool when lessons are taking place which 

is the total opposite to what the community needs. Keep the swimming area as it is , put a 

mezzanine level over the learner pool if gym space is required, but an 80 station gym is excessive 

and wasting yet more money that could be better spent . 40 would be sufficient and protect other 

local businesses. 

The pool is an invaluable resource for families, children and local primary schools.  Local primaries 

are currently having to bus their children to Stamford & Bourne for swimming lessons which is 

costing parents and schools for coach travel.

The Deeping area is in desperate need of a 3g football pitch. The many local teams of all ages are 

having to travel as far as Stanground to train in the winter months when available. Also having to 

arrange games in Bourne for home matches when possible

A swimming facility for family use is really important to the local area. A fun pool would also be a 

really welcome addition 

The revised Main hall needs to ensure there are cricket nets built into the structure which will 

include suitable lighting. Market Deeping CC who are in the Lincs Premier League currently have 

to train in Stamford School which is not acceptable. Other local clubs in the area would alos use 

these facilities regularly 

The failure to provide a standalone learner pool will significantly limit the value of the 

replacement facility to Deeping residents, particularly children. A moveable floor will simply not 

provide the capacity required to service demand for swimming lessons along side other pool 

users such as Deepings Swimming Club. Demand for swimming lessons should not permanently 

be serviced at Bourne or Stamford Leisure pools which are not suitable facilities for hosting 

effective swimming lessons do to their design.

It's an important building

the remodleing  needs to make sure that all areas are assisible  to all users  and all ablilties  

including  mobility challenged  and disabled people   that includes  the gym and the swimming 

pool   with provision for get from the changing rooms to the pool and into the pool  with non slip 

surfaces  for people that use walking sticks   ,  for the gym all the  equipment  needs to be on one 

level   with wide doorsways and easy to open doors  if there are different  areas    and if there are 

areas on a second  floor  there needs to be a working lift   ,   on the putside there needs to be a 

good carpark  with a good  surface   and  provision for disabled car parking places teh car park also 

need to be well lit for when the centre is used after dark times  think thats enough  for the time 

being    thank you for asking and good luck in getting  the work done  

In my view this should have been a temporary solution to get the centre reopened as soon as 

possible before investing in a larger centre that is more fit for purpose.   The Deepings continue to 

grow with more and more houses but less and less facilities to cater for this growth.   The council 

really need to consider this rather than congratulating themselves for 'listening to the people' and 

they have simply put a plaster over something that they have responsibility for and oversaw years 

of neglect and lack of investment.   A requirement for well-being, physical and mental health 

should be a centre that all can use at all times and caters for the population it serves.

This is a valuable resource for  school - aged children to take swimming lessons both in school and 

with private lessons. The amount of new housing estates being given planning permission this will 

be ludicrous to not upgrade this resource for the Deepings and surrounding areas for sure. 



There isn’t the scope in this consultation to give alternative answers or opinions that don’t fit into 

the prescribed boxes. This will lead to confirmation bias in the survey answers and doesn’t cover 

the full scope of what people want or need. Where are the options for additional facilities not 

mentioned? 

It’s highly needed, especially with all the additional houses that are being built in the Deeping 

right now. 

A training pool is needed for swim schools and parents with young children.   This 

"refurbishment" needs to be completed within a year as the residents of market deeping have 

already had thier mental and physical well being negatively affected for long enough by closing 

the centre instead of being proactive and maintaining the centre as it should have been.

you are proposing facilities that are not needed

It is essential that the residents in and around Deeping have access to somewhere where the 

benefit of health and welbeing can be an essential part of their lives given that there are so many 

obese people on the GP ,'s register.

Where’s the learner  pool, we do not need more gym stations .

Needs completing ASAP for the community now and future generations locally to have access to 

all leisure activities the centre can provide. 

We miss using the swimming pool at the Leisure Centre which has hindered our 6 year old son 

learning to swim

Swimming pool needs more for kids todo like a slide water fountain bit more like bourne pool kids 

why would people come here when there is nothing for the kids todo?! Also the pool will need 

better heating I stopped taking my children due to it being so cold they got blue lips 

.

Please go ahead and do not close the center. Deeping is a big place and we deserve facilities for 

family and children.

Considering no where attached to this consultation is the current SKDC plans for the leisure 

centre I find it very difficult to answer question 2. I also feel the lack of other alternatives  to what 

the council think our leisure centre needs included in this consultation is disgraceful.  I do not 

believe we need an 80 station gym but I do believe we need to keep the learner pool. Where are 

the questions surrounding what we the public who will use it want? There aren't any. This 

consultation is just SKDC fobbing us off with what they think and pretending you gave us a voice. 

THIS IS NOT giving the residents of The Deepings and surrounding villages a voice. This is 

disgraceful.

The learner pool should remain.  80 stations for a gym is excessive as Deeping has several private 

gyms offering excellent facilities. 

No

It is disgusting it is taking so long to sort this. Children are missing out and its detrimental to them 

and mental health. Sort it out SKDC!

We would be very sad to lose the shallow, teaching pool.

i have a 7 who would be doing swimming lesson right now but cannot. 



Hurry up and open it, but make sure there's sufficient funding for ongoing maintenance and 

replacement 

None

Loss of the learner pool is shortsighted as it was often used for lessons by the Leisure Centre 

while the swimming club used the main pool.  If in future you just have a main pool the Leisure 

Centre will lose vital revenue and competition for the pool rife in a fast growing town. 

No

My family love using this centre and can’t wait to use it again

My family have used this centre since we moved here 15 years ago and are really missing using 

the facilities! 

As a teacher at a local primary school, where are our children going to learn to swim without the 

learner pool?

This needs to be implemented without delay. Our children are missing out on vital opportunities 

The planned facilities look great. In terms of service provision, kids classes would be great 

(swimming, gym, etc) for kids up to 16 years old.

There should be a learner pool, separate from main pool, why is there no mention of this here?

I’m no longer prepared to be excluded from using the facilities during school time

I moved to Deeping St James with the Leisure Centre a definite positive only for it to be closed the 

month before we made our move. Very disappointing so to have it up and running again would be 

brilliant. As I’m now 71 I hope it’s in time for me to use it😆

The moveable pool floor is a ludicrous and expensive idea. A learner pool is essential, why do 

away with it? 

Swimming lessons are a priority for children in the local area. Fitness and classes are also much 

needed in the Deepings. 

.

No

I think that it is important to have a training pool and a 25m pool. For anxious and beginner 

swimmers having a smaller pool is confidence building. 

Only didn't use as much as could never get to use as the schools always had access

School swimming sessions need to be available for pupils in primary schools around the area.

No

As Stamford and Bourne pools are leisure pools, it is essential that the Deepings pool remains as a 

laned swimming facility for those who cannot use a gym. 

We need a learner pool & we do not need the expensive sliding floor in the main pool.   This 

survey is very poor, & the info you published on this site is even poorer. 



Have funds been allocated for maintenance beyond completion of works?

Since moving to Deeping I havnt been able to use the pool, we had our first child before it closed. 

So we are currently finding it difficult to get her classes or pool time. We will most probably have 

the same issues when the second child arrives looking at the build schedule 

The swimming pool needs to be configured to enable learner teaching as well as other uses. 

It would be an advantage if there were provisions so that the pool could be used my the public 

during the day, which has jot previously been possible due to school use

I used the pool regularly, I now have to travel to Spalding for timings that fit my schedule. Early 

morning swim session were ideal 

Whatever you decide. It needs to happen quickly. I have 3 10 year olds who cannot swim as per 

curriculum requirements. It's unacceptable that the people of the Deepings have been left in a 

position where they cannot access local sport and leisure facilities.

Need to keep the children’s/training pool

Need to ensure that all facility users pay, as evening/weekend staff previously allowed a very high 

% to use FOC. 

.

A swimming pool is lacking in the area now for actual swimming rather than a fun pool like 

Bourne and  Stamford. It would be great to have the facility back. Thanks 

I mainly used the centre for the 25m pool, but am keen to use other facilities as well such as spin 

classes

I do not agree with losing the toddler pool we are the only one in this area to have this facility and 

it is highly beneficial to all non swimmers 

no

Would it be better to invest the money in a brand new facility with better parking on the outskirts 

of deeping possibly in the industrial units to develop the area as the current location is too 

crowded

I learnt to swim in the small pool which is ideal for learning in. Getting rid of this will only cause 

more congestion for the use of the main pool, especially when classes are on. Even with a move 

able floor it takes pool space away and will impact on the children learning to swim the most who 

we should be supporting.

Would building a new leisure centre be more viable?

Looking forward to going back as a customer and swim teacher

A new building would be preferable as the school will most likely need to expand in the future. 

The current building is also inefficient and will require significant maintenance 

It used to the home of our successful swimming club but we've been forced to find  a new 

permanent home as this process is taking so long. It's possible we might still want to agree some 

pool time, but it is unlikely to be at previous levels so I hope the council is budgeting for this gap 

in its revenue 

I look forward to the new facilities and welcome the reopening 

A proper swimming pool, proper gym and a central area for team sports are a must !! Failure to 

deliver these is not an option 

No

Used another pool before because of the very restrictive times of public swimming in Deeping.  



This revamp is long overdue - a new leisure centre was actually promised and ANNOUNCED by the 

district council a few years ago. They need to follow through on the promise they made to the 

residents of the Deepings.

I believe this questionnaire is flawed as it is asking me to agree or disagree with some pre-

determined choices and does not fully explain what is being lost and what is changing as part of 

the proposed refurbishment.

This isn't a consultation. There is no mention of everything we are losing (inc. the learner pool). 

The gym is far too big - we already have a number of gyms in the immediate vicinity. This is just a 

device to get support for what SKDC want, NOT what the people of Deeping NEED.

I am concerned about the loss of the learner pool. I am also concerned about the cost and 

potential loss of pool time due to the movable floor.




